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ABSTRACT

METHOW VALLEY AS A CLASSROOM
POST-EXPERIENCE SURVEY AND SENIOR FAIR
by
Brett A. Bartlett
July, 1998

Methow Valley as a Classroom (MVCR) is a community-school partnership
program between the Methow Valley School District and the people of the
Methow Valley, a small rural community in North Central Washington state. The
MVCR program grew out of a community need for students better prepared to

live and work in the real world. During designated periods of the school year,
Liberty Bell High School students leave the school grounds and are taught
vocational and recreational skills by community members. Entering its seventh
year, no formal assessment has been created or administered to determine
whether the program is meeting its long-term goals. Via the post-experience
survey and webpage developed for this project, the program's effectiveness and
student learning was tracked. The information gathered during the tracking
period is the basis for the recommendations made in this project.
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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
In 1989, eager to create a strong and responsive school-community
partnership, the Methow Valley School District (MVSD}, located in an isolated
rural community in upper North Central Washington state called the Methow
Valley, applied for and received a Schools for the 21st Century Grant. With
funding and strong community support, the school district created Methow Valley
as a Classroom (MVCR}, a program that integrates school and community
resources. For 12-16 hours, three times a year, all ninth through twelfth grade
students are placed with local practitioners, who act as mentors and instructors
for a wide variety of class offerings. By making the community an extension of
the classroom, MVCR has greatly increased the school's curricula, sparked
community support of the educational system, and provided excellent school-towork opportunities.
Statement of the problem
While it is believed that students who have participated in the MVCR
program have benefited from the experience, little information has been
gathered to determine if and how the program affected the lives of former
students. The proposed post-experience survey attempted to answer the
question: Does the Methow Valley School District's Methow Valley as a
Classroom school-community partnership program meet its long-term goals and
outcomes that pertain to students?
The MVCR program's overall goals are as follows:
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1. To ensure that all senior high school students experience a cross-section
of community-based activities by qualified community practitioners
(instructors).
2. To ensure that educators, working in cooperation with community
instructors, will provide opportunities, skills and knowledge which apply
to, and prepare students for productive employment, careers, life-long
leisure activities and community service.
3. To provide every student with skills, knowledge and experiences which
enhance the school-to-work transition.
4. To strengthen community support of the educational system.
5. To guide every student on a career path based on interest and aptitude.
6. To ensure that each student develop a mentoring relationship with a
caring community instructor.
7. To provide school staff preparation time.
Because the project's focus is on student learning, only the overall program
goals that directly deal with students were taken into consideration. Those goals
are numbers one (1 ), three (3) and five (5) above. In order to accomplish these
goals, the MVCR creators developed a list of outcomes for participating
students.
Students participating in the MVCR program will:
• Discover, explore and develop interests (potential careers, leisure
activities, interests and sense of service) which, without this program, may
not be realized.
•

Identify educational and career pathway options based on interests,
aptitudes and career opportunities.

•

Become aware of their aptitudes for specific jobs and/or careers.

•

Become acquainted with, and interact with, community adults in a nonschool adult environment.
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•

Develop some level of student-mentor relationship with a positive adult
role model.

•

Develop life long interests and leisure time activities.

•

Develop a sense of community service.

•
•

Develop a sense of responsibility to their community.
Build a positive relationship between the school and community.

•

Develop an understanding of various aspects of the local environment.

Limitations
MVSD officials, including the district superintendent, Liberty Bell High School

(LBHS) principal and MVCR coordinator approved the study of the program and
survey of the classes of 1992 and 1995. However, due to state law, information
obtained from the school was limited to class lists, parent and guardian names
at time of graduation and the MVSD developed Community as a Classroom
booklet.
Over the course of several days, the surveyor learned that the population of
the Methow Valley is a transient one. Numerous families, and over half of the
survey population, had moved since their child had graduated from LBHS. In
this instance, efforts were made to contact a relative still living in the area or
obtain current addresses information from classmates.
In total, seventy-four (74) surveys and cover letters were mailed or e-mailed
to subjects or a contact person. Of the total sent, forty-one (41) were confirmed
as reaching the proper destination. These "hit" numbers were obtained via
follow-up telephone calls and face-to-face interactions. Of the confirmed hits,
only eleven (11) were returned completed. The survey deadline was extended
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to allow for additional returns, and more telephone and face-to-face
conversations were initiated to prompt population members to respond, however,
an overwhelming lack of interest prevailed.
The website, which was created in conjunction with Brandon Hunter of the
Social Studies Projects class at Liberty Bell High School, had a few dilemmas of
its own. The publication date of the site was slightly behind the set timeline,
however, this did not pose as much of a limitation as the inability to be linked to
the LBHS webpage. Because of technical problems with the two sites and the
lack of monitoring of the LBHS site, it was deemed necessary that the survey
site be a stand-alone entity. However, some subjects in the survey population
said they had difficulty with the survey site. While it is not known if the difficulty
was with the site or the subjects knowledge of such technology, in every
instance where a subject complained about the site, their information was not
forwarded via the e-mail link in the survey site.
However, perhaps the greatest limitation was the overwhelming apathy of the
survey population as a whole. Even through countless letters, phone calls and
personal one-on-one conversations, several people outwardly expressed
interest but did not take the time to give input.
Definition of terms
In order of useage, the following terms and acronyms are defined:
MVSD - Methow Valley School District
MVCR - Methow Valley as a Classroom

LBHS - Liberty Bell High School
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WSWLRC -- Washington State Work-based Learning Resource Center
NREL - Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

Hit - Confirmation of a survey reaching its intended target.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE
Background of the study
Historically, rural communities have delegated the responsibility for public
education to educators. In turn, educators have guarded this role and have
often isolated the school from its community and the realities of a rapidly
changing society and job market. Today, however, many rural communities are
realizing the need to take responsibility for the education of their children.
Such was the case in the Methow Valley, an isolated rural community in
upper North Central Washington State. In 1989, eager to create a strong and
responsive school-community partnership, the Methow Valley School District
(MVSD) applied for and received a Schools for the 21st Century Grant. With
funding and strong community support, the school district created Methow Valley
as a Classroom (MVCR), a program that integrates school and community
resources. For 12-16 hours, three times a year, all ninth through twelfth grade
students are placed with local practitioners, who act as mentors and instructors
for a wide variety of class offerings. By making the community an extension of
the classroom, MVCR has greatly increased the school's curricula, sparked
community support of the educational system, and provided excellent school-towork opportunities.
Although the 21st Century Grant has been terminated, the program's success
and community involvement have made it an integral part of the MVSD
curriculum. MVCR links students with over 250 community volunteer instructors
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in four broad course areas: 1) jobs and careers, 2) leisure activities, 3)
community service and 4) general information courses. These areas are now
incorporated inio the district's six academic Career Pathways Booklets which
are: 1) social, educational, health and personal service, 2) business and
marketing, 3) business operations and communications, 4) technology and
natural resources, 5) engineering, science and medical specialties, and 6)
creative, performing and applied arts.
Reasoning for the study
According to information obtained from the Washington State Guide to
Planning, Implementing and Improving Work-Based Learning Systems, "It is
critical that work-based learning systems monitor their effectiveness." (Highline,
section 3, page 12). The aforementioned text is available through the
Washington State Work-based Learning Resource Center (WSWLRC) located
at Highline Community College in Des Moines, Washington.
The authors stipulate that maintaining quality in a school-to-work program
requires monitoring and updating to ensure that students' experiences meet
objectives. Several techniques are suggested to monitor students' experiences
and to promote continuous system improvement. The following list outlines the
mechanisms mentioned in the text:
•

Regular oversight of student progress. Regular contact between worksite and school staffs is the main vehicle for monitoring the quality of
student placements. Through work-site visits, regular meetings with worksite and school partners, and analysis of in-school learning, designated
staff evaluates whether the system is meeting students' educational
needs.
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•

Regular review of system process. A group of school and work-site
representatives should be convened to participate in the continuous
improvement process. System oversight is a key function of the
partnership.

•

Tracking of key system components. To assess overall progress,
systems must monitor and record outcomes related to student learning,
diversity, attendance and completion rates, and placement in additional
educational and/or job opportunities after program completion.

•

Feedback from outside evaluators. It is often difficult for system staff to
step back and analyze progress. Outside evaluators can help facilitate
this process through qualitative (interviews with employers/supervisors,
teachers, administrators, students and parents/guardians) and/or
quantitative (analysis of student outcomes) methods. In addition to
providing feedback on specific system components, outside evaluators
can also be helpful in synthesizing "lessons learned" and making
suggestions to improve implementation.

•

Student evaluation of the system and/or strategy. Students' constructive
criticism about their work situations and school-based activities is a useful
source of information on the quality of the learning experiences and areas
in need of improvement. Anonymous evaluation forms filled out by
students on a regular basis are a source of information on how the system
is working and possible improvements.

•

Exit interviews. One-on-one, open-ended conversations with students as
they are about to complete the experience are another means of soliciting
their frank and helpful impressions. These may work best if conducted by
an outside party (e.g., a volunteer graduate student). (Highline, s. 3, p.
12).

The ongoing MVCR program does an amiable job of utilizing most of the
aforementioned techniques. Volunteer program coordinator Sandy Moody
makes contact with all community instructors each term before class sessions
begin and sessions and class-sites are visited as often as time allows. In
addition, objectives and outcomes are revisited annually, most recently with the
course offerings being loosely linked to the LBHS career pathways. During

MVCR courses, instructors monitor student attendance and attitude, then give
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written comments about each session and student. In addition, the MVSD has
had two separate evaluations of the MVCR program. Each of these evaluations
was conducted by the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (NREL). The
results from the most recent study will be discussed later. LBHS students are
given the chance to critique the system. Most stud_ents seem to limit their
comments to a discussion of course offerings.
However, student exit interviews have never been done. The only student
recorded instance of student interviews was during the NREL's most recent
study. Even NREL did not take the time to contact graduates to determine the
lasting value of the learning and recreational opportunities of the MVCR
program. (Owens, p 79).
In the Washington School-to-Work Evaluation Report, the report generated
by NREL in 1997 following the site reviews of seven school-to-work programs
including MVCR, five specific recommendations were made to the MVSD. The
following information was taken from NREL's recommendations concerning
MVCR.

•

The staff and community have made great strides in building a school-towork program that is both effective and reflective of the rural community
and its values. They should continue to build on this good work,
especially in the area of connecting community-based experiences and
academic courses. Time should be created for this purpose and the
community invited into the discussion.

•

Collaboration with the community should be increased, especially the
MVCR instructors who have voiced a desire to build stronger linkages and
improve the quality of their own instruction. For example, the Winthrop
National Fish Hatchery staff has developed an outline for a course on the
life cycle of the salmon and their importance in the Northwest. How could
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this course and the expertise of the hatchery staff be linked to the science
program at the school?
•

Methods used to screen and place students into MVCR experiences
should continue to be improved, as well as ways to align placements with
appropriate course content. In other words, with the block schedule, are
there ways to set up MVCR classes that might serve as an .extension of
school-based project work?

•

Teachers and the community should collaboratively review the direction
and the goals for the school-to-work program and establish a working
relationship where concerns and issues can be discussed openly and on
an on-going basis. Teachers and community instructors voiced different
perceptions of why there where not more connecting activities. In the
school debriefing sessions with high school staff, a staff member
indicated he had tried to make connections with the community folks and
they did not seem accommodating. In discussions with the community,
similar comments were made about teachers. These varying perceptions
need to be collaboratively shared and discussed. Moreover, the values
and beliefs about the community resources need to be discussed among
community and staff in terms of what will contribute to the students' ability
to be successful in the world.

•

Lastly, efforts should be made to experiment with ways to build the
academic programs around student interests. For example, what would a
program look like that was built around the highly motivated interest of
being a veterinarian or a fisheries biologist? How would the Fish and
Wildlife Department fit in? MVCR programming? The science program,
English, etc.? For some students this may be far more productive than
the current program. (Owens, p 95).

Today, very little debriefing of MVCR experiences with students is done in
the MVSD. Some of the staff and community members chalk the lack of postexperience discussion up to poor communication between the two groups.
Outside observers would add that the variety of courses offered would make
debriefing a daunting task. With well over one hundred (100) offerings, many of
which prefer to work with one or two students, it is apparent that the number of
courses is prohibitive to the discussion.
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Additionally, the perceived communication problems between the school staff
and the community makes interaction threatening to many members of both
groups. Several long-time community instructors have expressed interest, and
in some instances have put out extra effort, in helping the MVCR program
become a vital part of the academic experience at LBHS. However, without
ongoing conversation between the community and the school staff, little can be
done to meet student needs in the ever-changing and increasingly more
technical work world. Until everyone involved - staff, community members,
parents and students - is willing to do their part and allow others to do the same;
progress in all of the above areas will be slow and painful.
Without utilization of a debriefing process, the input and learning of several
past MVCR students may have been lost. However, with the cooperation of the
MVCR volunteer program coordinator and the MVSD, the post-experience

survey in this project attempted to resurrect needed information about student
learning and the long-term value of the MVCR program.
Reasoning for proposed senior fair
Work-based learning programs like MVCR need the active support and
participation of employers, community leaders, school administrators, teachers,
counselors, students and parents/guardians. According to the WSWLRC
manual, the key to gaining support is to ensure that each group knows about the
system, perceives it accurately, and believes it has value. Currently, the MVCR
program is not a graded or credited component of the MVSD curriculum,
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however, that is not to say that pre and post-experience-related learning cannot
be assessed. According to the WSWLRC manual,
"Student progress and performance should be measured by the degree to
which learning objectives are met. The assessment process should document
student learning, identify strengths and weaknesses and provide strategies for
improvement. Various tools may be used to accomplish this assessment
including portfolios, mentor or employer evaluations, student self-evaluations
and coordinator/instructor evaluations. If credit is awarded, the assessment
process may also provide a basis for grading." (Highline, s. 3, p. 6).
While grading may not be an alternative, there are several other means of
connecting the classroom and assessment to the MVCR program. According to
the WSWLRC manual, "a well-designed work-based learning system will include
a range of activities to reinforce learning before, during and after the work-site
experience." (Highline, s. 3, p. 1).
One such means of linking the academic world of the school building, the
experience world of the MVCR program and the community's interest is a yearend fair. The aim of the proposed MVCR Senior Fair is to have students
demonstrate how they met the program's objectives, articulate personal
expectations of how the new knowledge gained from the MVCR experience will
impact their future. A secondary benefit of the fair is the forum it provides for
community evaluation of students and the program. Lastly, it acts as a major
marketing tool for the program and the school district.
The WSWLRC guide offers a number of techniques that could provide
information to be displayed during the senior fair. The following list of pre-
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experience, on-site and post-experience activities was gleaned from the
aforementioned guide.
Pre-experience Activities:
•

Students investigate the general career fields and specific organizations
with which they will be involved.

•

Students write about their preconceptions and expectations for the
experience.

•

Students prepare questions to ask employers based on their research
and writing.

•

Students and teachers discuss professional standards for behavior and
dress.

•

Teachers emphasize practical applications of the concepts and skills they
teach in class.

•

Students practice skills that will be needed at the work-site.

•

Classes have presentations by guest speakers or employer panels.

On-site Activities:
•

Students ask employers about the ways in which different academic
subjects relate to their work.

•

Students ask employers about career paths and suggestions they have
for others that are interested in the field.

•

Students learn actual job skills by participating in work-related activities.

•

Students observe and/or participate in practical applications of academic
concepts.

•

Students work toward achieving individual goals and objectives.

Post-experience Activities:
•

Students write about or orally present the differences between their
expectations and the realities of the workplace.
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•

Students and teachers discuss the connections they see between
classroom learning and the workplace.

•

Students document what they have learned and how they can use the
information.

•

Students write, revise, and send thank you letters to employers or agency
personnel.

•

Students continue their career research in light of what they have learned
during the experience. (Highline, s. 3, p. 1-6).

Students need to assess and document their experiences, skills and
accomplishments. A portfolio containing this information can serve as an
effective assessment tool as well as a living transcript to be displayed at the
senior fair. The following are examples of items that could be into an MVCR
portfolio or incorporated into one of the student's existing portfolios:
•

Reflective journals

•

Work samples

•

Research projects

•

Learning logs

•

Activity summaries

The National Occupational Information Coordinating Committee (NOICC) and
the American School Counselor Association developed the "Get a Life" portfolio
for K-12 age students. NOICC also developed the "Life Work" portfolio for use
with post-secondary students and other adults. (Highline, s. 3, p. 6-7). Other
commercial and locally developed models are also available.
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Throughout a student's four-year MVCR experience classroom teachers and
community instructors can use these tools and ideas to link the student's work
and recreation experiences with classroom learning and with his or her
educational and career goals. As always, techniques will vary depending on the
strategy, the length of the experience, and the age and learning background of
the student.

CHAPTER Ill
PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY
Working in conjunction with MVCR volunteer coordinator Sandy Moody, a
cover letter (Appendix A) and 10-item questionnaire (Appendix B) were
designed. The questionnaire was administered to the 1992 and 1995 graduates
of Liberty Bell High School.
A paper copy of the survey, along with a letter of introduction and a return
envelope, was mailed to each student or student's nearest relative once current
addresses were attained via telephone conversation with the individuals
mentioned earlier.
To help gather information in a timely manner, a fill-in-the-blank survey
webpage was created. The webpage was generated in cooperation with student
Brandon Hunter of the Liberty Bell High School Social Studies Projects Class
taught by Mike Houk.
In addition, electronic versions of the survey were made available to
participants who stated their desire to respond via e-mail.
Survey participants chose the mode which was most convenient for them.
The information gathered provided insight into several areas, most importantly
the lasting impact of MVCR program experiences on participating students.
Information from completed surveys was downloaded or inputted into a
computerized spreadsheet to ease tracking and information grouping. Upon
review of the information, the recommendations listed in this document were
formed.
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It is believed that the results and recommendations put forth in this project
will be used to update the program handbook and MVCR's approach to the
community as a learning environment with regards to long-term student impact.
In addition, the data will help evaluate placements and provide reasoning for
future funding levels. Hopefully, the survey will be the model for post-experience
surveys conducted by the MVCR program in the future.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
Participants
The members of two Liberty Bell High School graduating classes ( 1992 and
1995) were chosen for their position on the MVCR time line and the individual
class dynamics.
In 1991-92, MVCR was still in its formative stages. Class offerings were
limited and expectations of the students, community instructors and staff were
not definitive. Overall, the class of 1992 was a closely-knit group of achievers.
By 1994-95, the MVCR program had grown into a vital part of the school
curriculum. With well over one hundred different opportunities for learning and
recreation were available to students. Students, community instructors and staff
understood their roles in the program. However, the graduates of 1995 were
characterized by their fractured, almost clique-like, nature and lack of
leadership.
Demographic information
According to information gathered from the MVCR Post-Experience Survey,

45A5 percent of the total responders were college graduates. Of that number,
80 percent were members of the class of 1992. As one would expect, several
members ofthe class of 1995 are still in college. Of the 36.36 percent of the
responding population that are attending university course, 75 percent belong to
the graduates of 1995. Just over 18 percent of the survey respondents had
taken some college courses at one time but had never completed their course of
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study. Interestingly, only a very small percentage of the survey population
reported any experience with technical school.
In paid work category, nearly 55 percent claim to hold down steady
employment, while just over nine percent report they have been or currently are
in a branch of the armed forces.
A small percentage of the responding population commented that they were
married or had children at home. In both instances the numbers computed to
just over the 18 percent mark. See table 1.
Table 1. Activities since graduation
Percentage of Population Group
80
60

40
20
0

U Grad

In U

Some U TS Grad

ffl

92

In TS

Militaiy Working Married Children

!i!l 95 II% of Total

In total, seventy-four (74) surveys and cover letters were mailed or e-mailed
to subjects or a contact person. Of the total sent, forty-one (41) were confirmed
as reaching the proper destination. These "hit" numbers were obtained via
. follow-up telephone calls and face-to-face interactions. Of the confirmed hits,
only eleven (11) were returned completed. The survey deadline was extended
to allow for additional returns, and more telephone and face-to-face
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conversations were initiated to prompt population members to respond, however,
an overwhelming lack of interest prevailed.
The author admits that response to the survey was less than desired,
however, excellent information was received from the response pool. That pool
consisted of approximately 15 percent of the total members of the survey pool.
Of that number, slightly over half of the responses came from the class of 1995.
Interestingly, the surveyor was able to confirm more hits in the class of 1995,
however, a greater percentage of the 1992 graduates responded to hits when
prompted by follow-up telephone calls and face-to-face interviews. See table 2.
Table 2. Survey Hit. Response, and Hit Response
Percentage of Population Group

80
60

40
20

0

Response

Hit

lillill

92

ii§! 95

Hit Response

Ill Total

Results
According to information gathered from the MVCR Post-Experience Survey,
the program affected every participant in some fashion. The largest influence
MVCR seems to have had on its students is in the area of leisure activities.
Nearly 82 percent of all completed surveys responded positive to the statement
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"I learned leisure activities that I now participate in." That statement was closely
followed by approximately 73 percent of former students who reported that the
program had a positive influence on their personal life. Thirty-seven percent
stated that MVCR instilled a desire to perform community service. While no one
offered that the program stole time from their academic schedule, the areas
scoring lowest among the respondents were all post-secondary school or career
oriented. The percentage (about 27 percent) of surveys which stated that the
MVCR program was used to get a job to finance college or technical school was
nearly identical to those that reported MVCR helped them select a field of study.
Interestingly, the lowest score went to the "helped me train for my career"
category, which topped out at just over 18 percent. See table 3.
Table 3. MVCR Experience Results
Percentage of Population Group

100..---~~-.--~~--.-~~-,-~~---,
90~~~-t-~~--+-~~-1-~~-+
80
70
60
50
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Leisure Com. S\iC Impact Stole lim

ii!! 95 Ill % of Total
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While the survey numbers were not what the author hoped for, the input from
the respondents was very insightful. Following are six major points - three from
each classes -- brought up by members of the survey population.
Through their responses, graduates of the class of 1992 came up with the
following trends:
•

Science and engineering options (ie. If I were a student now at LBHS,
some experience in computers science would be useful).

•

More training and preparation for the community instructors. Perhaps a
rating of the challenging/academic vs. relaxed/hands-on nature of
courses.

•

Add vocational aptitude tests and counseling activities - possibly add a
career fair option or something along that line.

Information from the members of the class of 1995 revealed the following
areas of focus:
•

Offer college-credit courses·so people can get ahead.

•

Schedule MVCR as a class so that non-participants have to take an
academic course instead of study hall.

•

MVCR classes and activities should center around skill and job training
that may persuade students to get a post-secondary education (ie. Run a
mock trial with an attorney facilitating the event).

CHAPTERV
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS

The Methow Valley as a Classroom program has grown into a vital part of the
curriculum at the Methow Valley School District's Liberty Bell High School. It is
clear from the data that the program is an integral part of student learning and
the students value their place within the MVCR puzzle. The following
conclusions and recommendations were derived, from the comments contributed
by the graduates of the classes of 1992 and 1995.
Conclusions
While the MVCR program outscored the LBHS curriculum in the area of
preparing graduates for the work world, there is room for the program to grow
and improve. The surveyor believes that the variety of learning opportunities
offered in the MVCR program is exceptional. However, the previously
mentioned variety might be the source of some weakness.
In her inaugural State of Education address, Washington State
Superintendent of Public Instruction, Terry Bergesen, said she believed
curriculum had become a mile wide and one-quarter of an inch deep. The
information attained from the survey pool was very insightful and seemed to
echo Dr. Bergesen's statement.
One responder's comment seems to sum up the general attitude that
permeated the completed surveys. He/she wrote:
"Sometimes it's said that LBHS isn't giving students that great of an
education. I went through the years of LHBS hearing these remarks and now
since I have been away I can understand them. . . . I think that MVCR can
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almost be the program that makes the difference. . . . MVCR is wonderful and I
am so thankful that I had a chance to participate in it."
The students valued their experiences and, without exception, proclaimed
that the MVCR program had an impact on their lives, possibly more of an
influence than LBHS' academic slate.
Recommendations
After careful review of the information gathered from the survey pool, the
author fells confident making the following recommendations, which are based
on the input of the respondents, the following recommendations are made.
•

Make MVCR or part of the daily schedule, eliminating study hall as an
option for non-participants.

•

Offer training, peer observations and feedback to community instructors.

•

Rate the courses based on demand and nature (ie. challenging vs.
relaxed, academic vs. recreational).

•

Add vocational aptitude tests and counseling activities.

•

Include a culminating event each year - possibly the proposed MVCR
Senior Fair which is briefly described below and detailed in Appendix C.

During this process and through the comments for respondents, the author
recognized a second need of the MVCR program. While the program has
assessments for student conduct, attendance and community instructor ability,
relationship between MVCR student's experience and perceived life value has
never been established. The aim of the proposed MVCR Senior Fair is to have
students demonstrate how they met the program's objectives, articulate personal
expectations _of how the new knowledge gained from the MVCR experience will
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impact their future and provide a forum for community evaluation of students and
the program.
By incorporating the senior fair into the MVCR program, the MVSD will be
better able to understand how well it is meeting the school and communityrelated goals and outcomes set forth for the MVCR program.
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APPENDIX A
MVCR Post-Experience Survey cover letter
MVCR Post-Experience Survey
Brett Bartlett, Survey Coordinator

December, 1998
Dear Liberty Bell High School Alumni,
As a Liberty Bell student you had an opportunity to participate in "Methow Valley
as a Classroom." The program continues to be a part of the Liberty Bell High
School experience. To help us evaluate and improve the program for future
students we would like some candid feedback from you regarding the program.
Please take a few moments to answer the enclosed questionnaire. If you
received a survey via traditional mail, please submit your questionnaire in the
self-addressed-stamped envelope by as soon as possible. E-mail users may
request and respond to the survey by contacting survey coordinator Brett Bartlett
at
. Or, if it is more convenient, you may connect to the
MVCR Post Experience Survey webpage at www.methow.com/-bhunter/
survey.html and fill out the questionnaire on-line.

Thanks for your reply,

Sandy Moody, Community Volunteer Coordinator
Brett Bartlett, CWU Graduate Student and Post-Experience Survey Coordinator
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Please note: An address and email address were redacted from this page due to privacy concerns.
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APPENDIX B
MVCR Post-Experience Survey questionnaire

MVCR Post-Experience Survey

Name
Current Address (optional)
Phone (optional) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

---------------------------

1. Year Graduated from LBHS.

------------------

2. Since graduation (only check items pertaining to you)
a. have completed 4 years college/university- degree in _ _ _ __
b. am attendi~g c1 4 year college/university-major/minor in
c. attended __ years of college/university--major/minor in _ __
d. completed technical school in (field)
e. attending technical school in (field)
f. enlisted in or am now in military service (branch)
_g. working Uob or position) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
h. married (optional to answer) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
i. children (optional to answer)
REMARKS

3. Which statements are true about your MVCR experience and life since high
school?
(check all that pertain)
a. used MVCR to get a job to finance my college/technical education
b. MVCR helped train/guide me for the career I now have or am
pursuing.
c. MVCR has had a positive influence on my personal life,
relationships, etc.
_d. MVCR helped me select my college/technical field of study.
e. I learned leisure activities that I now participate in.
f. MVCR instilled in me a desire to do community service
_g. MVCR had an impact on my life
_h. MVCR time robbed me of time better spent in regular classes.
4. List the MVCR classes you participated in.

a.-------------------------b. ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - c. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - d. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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5. Which classes benefited you most?

a.------------------------~
b.
-------------------------c. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

d. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Comments

6. Should MVCR be a graduation requirement? YES _ _
Comments

NO _ _

7. Should all students be required to take MVCR or just those who want?
a. ALL
'°',
b. ONLY THOSE WHO WANT

0,
.'\'r

"'

terms of preparing you for employment, (basic employee skills, employer
xpectations, work ethics, etc. since high school) which statements are true.
( = low, 5 = high)
a. LBHS classes adequately prepared me
1 2· 3 4 5
b. MVCR experience adequately prepared me
1 2 3 4 5
c. LBHS or MVCR should better prepare student for employment
Comments

----------------------

9. How could the MVCR Program have better met YOUR needs?
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10. Additional input regarding the MVCR Program - - - - - - - - - -
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APPENDIX C

MVCR Senior Fair background
One LBHS graduate recommendation (Add vocational aptitude tests and
counseling activities - possibly add a career fair option or something along that
line) helped the author recognize a second need of the MVCR program. While
the program has assessments for student conduct, attendance and community
instructor ability, relationship between MVCR student's experience and
perceived life value has never been established. The aim of the proposed
MVCR Senior Fair is to have students demonstrate how they met the program's
objectives. They can do this by articulating personal expectations of how the
knowledge gained from the MVCR experience will impact their future. In
addition, the fair can provide a forum for evaluation of student learning and the
program, by the students, parents, community and staff.
MVCR Senior Fair Proposal

During the student's senior year, an evening fair complete with presentation
booths would be sponsored by the MVCR program. Booths are stationed
around the gym or multi-purpose room. Students operate a booth, where they
explain, through oral and visual presentation of ideas or material work, what they
learned in their experience and how they think it will impact or has impacted their
life.
Students, parents, community members and staff are invited to attend the
event. Every attendee receives goal and scoring guide based on the program's
goals and outcomes. During the two-hour program, audience members move
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among the fair booths, viewing 5-10 minute student presentations, scoring the
student presentation based on the information they were provided upon
entrance.
Not only will this process provide input for the student and the program, but

also it will improve student confidence and communication abilities. In addition,
it allows the people who essentially created the program through their interest,
the community, to evaluate MVCR and its effectiveness, thereby increasing
community ownership.
MVCR Senior Fair format

Presentation Booths

II
acket Pickup
Info.
Booth

N=>

acket Drop

Figure 1. MVCR Senior Fair format flow chart. LBHS gym.

II
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Senior Fair attendees (community members, parents, teachers, etc.) enter via
the main gym doors, pick up their evaluation packet, then proceeded through the
presentation booths. They can begin at any booth, but should make it through
all of the booths, moving at the 10-minute rotation bell. General questions,
additional materials and some refreshments would be available at the
information booth. Upon completion, the attendees turn in their completed
evaluation packets and exits to the multi-purpose room for complimentary
refreshments. In total, the event should take approximately 2.5 to 3.0 hours not
including set up and clean up.

